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Ed. Note
Since we have quite a few good articles
to help fill the pages of this rag I
will not waste too much of this percious
paper by rambling about relatively insignifate matters. The few items I
want to discuss are the upcoming elections
Give some thought about either holding
an office or a chairman's post. If your
interested, call Paul MacKinnis.
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Secondly, for the upcoming year the club
will need a new editor for Der Bayerische..
This job does not require as much as
one might imagine. Myself and Patti
plan to remain on the staff along with,
hopefully, the rest of our staff. The
main duties of the editor will be to
collect the articles, proof read them
and direct the staff in their formation.

Mike L e e p e r
Brian Hollen
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He will also be responsible for delivery
and pick-up with the printer and with
mailing, unless he's smart and awards
these tasks to other unsupecting members.
Lastly, I just want to encourage all,
to plan to attend OKTOBERFEST '73.
It should be the greatest club event
to date. Read more in the O'fest article
elsewhere in this issue.
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From The Driver's Sent
In the last issue you found various
articles on the 1973 Chapter Congress
held in beautiful (?) Brookville, Pa.
I'd like to devote this column to some
impressions of the meeting. These are
highly subjective, of course, and should
be regarded in that light.
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Cavallero

Various sources have described the '72
Congress as something of a shambles, with
dissatisfaction and argument as the
keynotes; I wasn't there, so I can't
vouch for the accuracy of these reports
although it seems reasonable to assign
them a large dose of credibility, considering the state of local-national
relations at that time.
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This year, though, the mood seemed to be
one of cooperation. There wasn't any
open rivalry among chapters, and,
although there were complaints, there
was no feeling of general animosity
toward the national officers. Everyone
seemed to be content with voicing problems and trying to iron them out. There
was no emphasis on fault-finding or
blame-laying. Consequently, a lot was
accomplished, as you saw from the reports.

Chet Kingsbury gave the autocross report.
He is still hoping to have an autocross
school in conjunction" with the University
of Maryland Sports Car Club but has to
wait until they are back in school before he can arrange it.

This is not to say there was no disagreement. Lots of items—many of them raised
by National Capitol Chapter—were
controversial. There were more proposed
solutions than there were problems.
People became testy at times as authorities and sensibilities were challenged.
But this is to be expected, and the
healthy amount of discussion and proposal
demonstrated that the delegates had all
done their homework on problems that
concerned us all.

Ric gave the Council report and stated
that anyone who is interested in autocrossing or rallying next year should
watch for the Open meeting to discuss
the new Council rules. Bill has offered
the use of his school to council clubs
at a very good rate.

The sessions generally proceeded well,
largely due to the efforts of Parker
Spooner, who came to the Congress
determined to keep things on an even
keel. His job was easier than he had
expected. I was really impressed with the
the spirit in which business was conducted and ideas were discussed, as
well as with the genuine interest
expressed by all parties, national
officers included. This bodes well for
the future of what is going to be one of
the largest automobile clubs in this
country.

Mike Leeper

Minutes
Mike Leeper called the meeting to order
at 8:10 p.m.
The minutes of the July meeting were
approved as published in the newsletter.

Fred Ipavich gave the rally report and
discussed the coming Mad Hatter Rally.
Ric Cavallero mentioned the Morgan Car
Club's Octoberfest rally.

Jerry Coffey gave the racing report and
noted that the BMW's are now sporting
new spoilers.
Ric stated that the new membership list
is now available.
Ed Alber announced that the tech session
had been rained out but that a new date
would be set.
Mel Morganstein discussed the service
reports.
Ric asked that anyone who could contribute
to Der Bayrische for September should
do so as this is the issue the national
newsletter contest will be based on.
OLD BUSINESS: September 15 is the
deadline for preregistration (at a
saving). Again this year there will be
a raffle ifor a Bavaria—see the ROUNDEL.
NEW BUSINESS: Per action at the last
Council meeting, Ric made a move to
ban a certin indicidual from one year's
competition in any and all Council-sanstioned autocross. This was proposed
because of his behavior at an autocross
at Landover Mall. This was seconded.
Discussion followed. This was passed.
Mel then moved that we recommend that
he be banned permanently. This was
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passed. It was moved that the Council
be asked to send a letter of appreciation
to the individual who was assaulted.
This was passed.
Jerry Coffey announced that D.C. paid
for the suspension A-arm which was
bent during a D.C. inspection. The
recommendation he made for going through
D.C. inspection is to go in and advise
the personnel in the inspection line
that this is a BMW and should not be
jacked up. Be very firm and they will
not jack it up.

Guy and Rosemarie Larreur, who are already members of the National, come to
us from 5212 Lynngate Rd., Columbia,
Md. The Larreurs own a 1972 Bavaria.
Welcome.... life, love, and happiness to

you all.
If you are interested in getting to know
the rest of the membership, plan to
attend the new members get-together on
Saturday, Oct. 6.

Patti

Cavaliero

Suzie Wyban

Member Memorabilia
Hi!! It's me again. Why not help
me welcome our new members? Get to know
them, make them feel like part of the
club. The following people just joined
the ranks:
Jeff Niklaus of 1J.204 Deborah Drive,
Potomac, Md., owns a 1965 1800.

Rally Corner

John Jenrick, who drives a 1972 2002
tii, lives at 2032 Royal Fern Ct.,
Reston, Va.

These are the upcoming rallies: Morgan
Car Club Cherrished date rally on September 30, Branded's Cherished date rally
on October 7, and PCA's "Autumn Color"
Championship rally on October 21.

William Riblett comes to us from 11736
Cherry Grove Dr., Gaithersburg, Md.
Unfortunately, Bill did not say what
model BMW he has....
Kent Fixman owns a brand new 1973
2002. Kent will be driving to our
events from his home at 2445 Lyttonsville Rd., Silver Spring, Md.
Michael Sullivan, 9210 Farnsworth Ct.,
Potomac, Md., owns a 1967 2002.
Michael & Linnea Turner (Hey, that
makes two Mike Turners in the club
now!) who live at 6103 Clearbrook Dr.,
Springfield, Va., drive a 1970 2002A.

A few rallies are now including unequipped
classes. Presently there are four classes
recognized by the Council. They are:
MASTER (greaterrthan 36 points), EXPERT
(15 to 35 points), SENIOR (4 to 14 points),
and NOVICE (0 to 3 points). 1 point is
awarded for each trophy won in the previous 36 months, 6 points for any 1st,
2nd, or 3rd overall finish on a Championship rally and 12 points for any overall
finish on a national rally. There have
been a number of suggestions as to how
to incorporate unequipped classed into
the present 4-class system. For example,
the MCC rally on September 30 will have
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4 classes: Master-Expert, Senior equipped,
Senior unequipped, and Novice. Sesca's
"Madhatter" rally: (Sept. 9) has 7 classes:
'the 4 council classes plus 3 unequipped '
classed (no points, 1-8 points, and
greater than 8 points).

things: a copy of the MWCSCC championship
rally rules (almost all time-speed-distance
rallies are conducted according to these
rules) and an experienced rallyist to
explain these and the general instructions
to you. It also helps to attend some sort
of beginning rallyist's school, if there
is one available. It is essential to
know the exact definitions of "Stop," "T,"
"Pick up," "Railroad Tracks," and so
forth as they are defined in the rules.
In the rulebook you can also find out how
course-following priorities and checkpoints
work and what overlaps, transit zones, and
margin mileages are. On my first rally,
for instance, I had not read the rulebook,
and hence we took many failsafes, got
completely off course several times, and
gave up shortly after the afternoon run
began. Being so confused that you give up
is very disheartening.

Steve Butler has proposed a 6-class
system with 3 equipped and 3 unequipped
classes, the classes being 0-8points,
9-20 points and greater than 20 points.
Rich Lieberman has also proposed a 6—
class system: Master (regardless of
equipment), Expert equipped, Expert un-»;
equipped, Senior equipped, Senior unequipped, and Novice (all run unequipped).
Finally, Jack Fawsett has suggested a
9-class system: the four Council classes
equipped & unequipped, and a beginner
class (no points).
The actual class system: adopted next
year will no doubt be heavily influenced
by the success fr failure of the systems
presently being tried. However, there
is little doubt that some type of class
system incorporating unequipped classes
will be standardized for next year's
rally season.
POR. . .

Perhaps the best type of rally to go on
for your first rally is something along
the lines of a Friday night rally or a
cherished date rally. These tend to be
shorter and a little simpler than a
championship—most Friday nighters are
60-80 miles (2-3 hours) and most cherished
date rallies are around 100 miles long
(3-4 hours) as opposed to championships,
which tend to run from 150-250 miles and
take all day (including two breaks and
lunch, of course). As soon as you feel
as if you know how a rally works, however,
you should try your hand at running a
championship—they're difficult, of
course, but nowhere else can you learn
as much about traps and failsafes as you
can on a championship rally.

Fred Ipavioh

Novice
Rallying—
A Guide for the Compleat

Idiot

Being a novice rallyist requires a unique
idea of how to spend a sunny Sunday. If
you enjoy relaxing around the house, taking
a dip in the pool, or napping-the
afternoon away, you probably won't enjoy
rallying. If, however, you enjoy driving
wildly down country roads while trying to
figure out exactly what some logical genius
(called a "Rallymaster") means by phrases
such as "If you go right at T, you won't
go left; if you go left, you won't go
wrong," then rallying is for you.

Before setting out for the start of your
first rally, read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest the general instructions
very carefully. It is very helpful for
both driver and navigator to sit down
and go over them together, preferably
with a more experienced rallyist sitting
in. (Most experienced rallyists" spend
their evenings at home because they've
been ostracized by all possible dates,
friends, and neighbors for talking
incessantly about rallying, and they
generally have no money to-spend on

The first thing to do as a novice rallyist
is to get some idea of the way rallies
are conducted. To do this, you need two
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